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Sixteen years ago, Mitchell Weiner--then an importer of odds and ends like plastic binders, locks

and door stops--got a request from the British bicycle firm Raleigh to bring in 10-speeds from the

Far East.

Eager for the new business, Weiner ordered thousands of bikes from a Japanese manufacturer

through his firm, Western States Import. But, he says, once they were delivered to WSI’s

warehouse, Raleigh canceled its request, deciding instead to continue making its bicycles in

England.

Timing Is Just Right

For Weiner, that meant it was time to get into the business of selling bikes. Luckily for him, that

timing turned out to be superb--10-speeds were selling in record numbers to baby-boomers then

in high school and college. WSI got off at a good clip, and two years after getting into the bicycle

business by accident, it was selling nothing but bikes.
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Now Newbury Park-based WSI’s Centurion and Diamond Back labels are almost as familiar to

serious cyclists as Raleigh. Centurion is especially known for its Ironman model, named for the

combined swimming, cycling and running race held annually in Hawaii.

On top of that, over the last three years WSI has enjoyed its greatest sales growth with Diamond
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Back “fat-tire” bicycles, which are designed to navigate rocky hills, sand dunes and potholes.

None of the bikes actually is made by WSI. Ever since it entered the bicycle business, WSI has

been strictly an importer and distributor.

“Boxes in, boxes out. Everything else is marketing,” said WSI’s executive vice president,

Michael L. Bobrick.

That mode of operation seems to suit Weiner, a self-described “hands-off” chief executive who

built his own personal computer using a kit and who would rather talk about databases than

bicycles.

“I’ve never been a bicycle nut or anything, but the business has been good to me,” said Weiner,

54, a Romanian immigrant who speaks with a light accent. Weiner bicycles occasionally on

weekends, but usually gets around in a Mercedes-Benz sedan bearing the license plate BKE

KING.

The privately held company has grown fast. Sales last year were $37 million, up 68% over the

last three years. This year, the company expects sales to top $50 million, and Bobrick projects

revenue of $65 million for 1987.

It’s a small portion of the overall $2.3-billion-a-year bicycle market in the United States, but the

company fares well in its medium to high-end niche: the $200 to $1,200 retail price range.

Competitors Use Same Parts

WSI’s chief competitors are West Coast Cycle in Culver City, importers of Nishiki bicycles, as

well as such manufacturers as Raleigh, Peugeot, Fuji, Cannondale and Bianchi.

Most of those companies rely on the same component manufacturers. For example, the same

derailleurs, or gear-shifting mechanisms, from the Japanese firms Shimano and Sun Tour appear

on dozens of bike models.

WSI, and even manufacturers like Fuji, simply choose which components they want on their
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models. Many savvy bike buyers decide which components they want, then choose the bikes

offering them.

“Beyond choosing components and the right price points, selling your bicycles comes down to

colors, decals and the tape on the handlebars,” said Sidney Dunofsky, president of West Coast

Cycle.

Consumers also have a choice of bicycle styles. After noticing the slowdown in sales of

lightweight racers several years ago, most bike makers began selling fat-tire bikes.

“Everyone realized the fat-tire bike trend is part of a logical sequence,” said Bobrick. “They’re

more comfortable, less wobbly and you sit upright, not hunched over. People just like them

better.”

Fat-tire bikes especially attracted older customers who are easily intimidated by racing bicycles

with dropped handlebars and hard, narrow seats.

The market still has room to grow, industry officials say. Although fat-tire bikes are already

popular on both coasts, they are only beginning to make inroads in the rest of the country, said

Stuart Meyers, publisher of American Bicyclist, a New York-based magazine.

Fat-tire bikes have the back-to-basics look, and fall into three main categories. Mountain bikes,

which often have the most sophisticated derailleurs, tend to be the most rugged, with springs

under the seats and tougher frames.

Beach cruisers are popular with the surfing set and usually have no extra speeds. City bikes, also

called all-purpose bikes, are a combination of the two, with frames designed to withstand

crashing into curbs while having as many as 12 to 15 speeds to help conquer hills.

Triathlon models are increasingly popular. The Centurion Ironman is envied by others in the

business, Dunofsky of West Coast Cycle said, because it has become associated with the Ironman

race.

WSI promotes the bike with triathlon star Dave Scott, whose signature appears on the frame and
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who sometimes rides Centurion bikes in races.

The company also sells helmets, gloves and clothes, as well as equipment like brake systems,

seat posts, wheel rims and kickstands imported from Europe and the Far East.

About half of WSI’s 140 staffers work at company warehouses in Dallas, Denver and Dayton,

N.J. Another 70 work at the headquarters and main warehouse in Newbury Park.

Weiner helped refine the software for the computer system that monitors the company’s

inventory. He says he is fascinated by computers, and likes to tell people that, although he goes

to work only four days a week, he remains in touch via a personal computer in his Brentwood

home.

At the office, Weiner listens to international shortwave radio to stay sharp in foreign languages.

He first came to the United States when he was 16, but still likes to hear news from Eastern

Europe, and often tunes into Radio Bucharest.

He says he picked the name Centurion for the first batch of bikes he sold--the ones that he

originally ordered for Raleigh--because at the time he was reading a Joseph Wambaugh novel

titled “The New Centurions.” As it turned out, Raleigh eventually began making bikes in Taiwan

and sold its U.S. operations to Huffy Corp.

Weiner, who owns 85% of WSI, plans a public offering of its stock in two years. Bobrick, 43, an

MBA from UCLA, owns the remaining 15%.

Bobrick owned a West Los Angeles bike shop when he met Weiner in 1971 and sold some of the

first Centurions. A year later, he gave up his shop to invest in WSI.
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